
Better Tools
Brighter Future 

We build each coaching 
assignment to suit you. 



We work 'one-to-one' with 
individuals and challenge 
them to 'step-up' and fulfil 
both their professional and 
personal aspirations.

As a leadership coach,



you set the goals for the relationship. 

The coach in the relationship has two 
responsibilities in goal setting.  One is to identify 
the leadership development goals to be achieved. 
The other is to solicit what goals you want to work 
towards. 

Coaching isn’t a sign that you are lacking. In fact, 
coaching means that you see as untapped 
potential and that you are invested in your success 
at work and future as a leader.

Working with your 
coach



I have progressed from a spot under a large stone 
(in career terms) to reaching for the stars. If Tim can't 
inspire you to go places in life, you should check 
your pulse. Or your own ambition. In short, the best.

Jon Bramley
Director Communications at Expo 2020 
Dubai

“ “



Establish a common 
foundation

Coaching multiple leaders in an organization is most 
successful when based around a collaboratively 
defined framework within and organizations’ culture.

Providing a common leadership language around 
tools aligned with the organizations vision, values, 
and strategy.



1st Set the tone

2nd Establish the goals

3rd Set responsibilities

4th Define the process

5th Acknowledge what you will get

6th Establish benchmarks

7th Review the relationship

Steps for building a 
successful Coaching 
Development Plan 7



Coaching is a collaborative process that 
produces extraordinary results when both parties 
are committed to open and honest dialogue 
about change.

The sum is greater than the parts 



Agree on the 
potential that 
you want to invest in 
to become more 
successful.

Decide how you are 
going to work to 
deliver your 
development plan.

Set the goals for the 
relationship. 

Identify the 
development goals 
to be achieved. 

Decide when, where 
and how often you’ll 
meet.

Measure your 
progress and 
schedule when you 
expect to meet each 
goal.

Acknowledge the 
benefits that you 
expect to get. 

Debrief both the work you 
did together and how the 
coaching experience 
played out.



Working with an MGL Coach as my coach has been a 
great pleasure and inspiration and provided me with 
new perspectives and valuable insights about how to 
perform better in my leadership role moving forward. 

Anis Panduro Zouzou
GfK - Commercial Director 
Nordics 

“ “



Contact us today to learn more

+44 2891 817740 - info@makinggreatleaders.com



Member of



Contact Us:
Sinclair House, 
89 Royal Ave, 
Belfast BT1 1FE
44 2891 817740
info@makinggreatleaders.com

www.makinggreatleaders.com

http://www.makinggreatleaders.com/
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